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Hey there! I'm so glad you have

access to this now. Weight loss has

this weird taboo where it's this

insanely hard thing to do and then

once you do lose the weight, more

than likely it is gained back—how

frustrating and discouraging! It's no

wonder fad diets are so common.

So, let's start with your first lesson of this

e-book: 

Fad diets are never (EVER) going to
be your answer. They are a thing of
the past. 

The only way you'll be able to see

sustainable and consistent weight loss is

through changing little aspects of your

lifestyle. 



Why do I want to lose weight?

What will weight loss do for my

confidence? My relationships? My career?

My finances?

Why am I working on this weight loss?

What will I finally be able to do with my

new weight loss? 

How much weight am I looking to lose? 

How much time will it take to lose my

goal weight? (on average people lose

about 5 pounds per month)

Your why:

You need to understand why you are
doing this.

Some questions to ask yourself:

Take some time to really contemplate these

answers and handwrite them down on

paper. Place this in a location you will see

often, like a bathroom mirror.



Nutrition:
Start by adding things in your diet, not
taking things away.

What the hell does that mean?

The biggest reason people struggle to lose

weight isn't because they aren't doing enough

to change, it's because they don't have the

proper mindset about what it means to lose

weight and be healthy. Nobody should suffer

through their nutrition and exercise to the

point they aren't having fun with it. Life is

meant to be fun and thus the way you eat and

exercise should be the same way. F-U-N.

Anyway, here are foods to add to your daily

meals:

Fruit: Ideally before a meal to prepare the body

for digestion. If you're still hungry after eating a

meal, go for another piece of fruit

Vegetables: Green vegetables like spinach,

broccoli, or asparagus are perfect for this.

Foods to take away:

None — at least to start



Nutrition continued:
When we choose to take food away that we

have strong cravings for, we end up in this

horrible cycle of restricting and binging. this

cycle is a big reason why people stay

stagnant with their weight.

What's fascinating is there are so many

peer-reviewed studies out there that show

people eat the same weight/volume of

food, it's just calorie dense foods (processed

foods) tend to be lower in volume than

nutrient dense foods (whole foods).

So, as you add more foods like fruits and

vegetables and other whole foods, your

cravings should be decreased as you're

providing your body with the stuff it craves

anyway. But if you still have cravings, that's

okay. It's better to reduce serving size of the

craving food than to completely cut it out.

So.. more nutrient dense foods = more volume = less

calorie consumption + satiety of food

= weight loss + reaching goals



Your metabolism is only so fast as your limiting
factor.

Remember learning that mitochondria is the
powerhouse of the cell? Well, it is and it's
what helps drive your best metabolism. 

Three things your mitochondria need to be most

efficient:

Foods that are high in all three of these things:

•Fruits

•Vegetables

It's so important that you get enough fruits,

vegetables and water in your day or everything

else you do won't be very efficient and you'll find

up frustrated and stuck.

Vitamins Minerals Water

Vitamins, Minerals and Water



Eat fruits and vegetables as your

snack with some PB or hummus

Eat a piece of fruit or some veggies

before and/or after eating a meal

Before succumbing to a craving, have

a piece of fruit or some veggies then

fulfill your craving

Ways to increase fruit and
vegetable consumption:

Ways to increase water intake:
Set an alarm for every hour to ensure

you have at least 4oz. of water per hour

When eating, only drink water - no juice

or soda!

Reduce caffeine consumption

If water isn't your favorite, try flavoring

with fresh fruits like berries or lemons or

even some fresh herbs like spearmint or

rosemary. If you want to see results you

must drink water!



While both exercise types are important and

beneficial, you will see better fat loss results with

resistance training.

 

You will not look manly by doing this, you will be

stimulating muscle growth and will drive fat loss and

will make you look toned AF! Lifting heavy is your

best bet for amazing results!

 

Start by including a routine where you have one day

of upper body workouts, next day lower body and

abs, next day rest, and repeat! This will ensure your

stimulating all muscles regularly.

Exercise comes in all shapes and kinds. However,

there are two types of exercise:

•Aerobic: Focused on more long term cardiovascular

exercises like marathons or cycling

•Anaerobic: More strength and short term exercises

like weightlifting and sprinting

Exercise



Walking is another important piece to the

puzzle. While getting intense exercise at some

point in your day is awesome, it's important

that you begin to adopt a more active lifestyle

to see consistent sustainable results.

Walking at least 8,000 steps per day and ideally

about 10,000 steps per day will help keep your

metabolism stimulated all day and will help

burn an extra 500 calories per day which puts

you in a place to see 1 lb of weight loss per

week alone!!

I have included a fitness tracker log on the next

page for you to use to hold yourself

accountable!

Walking
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It's great to have your diet and exercise in a good

place to see weight loss but if you're constantly

stressed, your hormones will be all over the place. 

An imbalanced hormone panel is a disaster as

these are the chemical messengers for your body. 

In constant instances of stress, our body releases

cortisol. Cortisol is a hormone that in high

amounts can make it super hard to lose weight

along with many other issues. 

It's important to reduce stress as much as

possible; meditation is a great way to help reduce

stress and it's important to begin with a

meditation focused on body scanning or

breathing exercises for best results. 

Even allotting 5 minutes per day every day to

meditate is more than enough for you to see the

benefits of it.

Stress Relief and
Meditation



Hormonal regulation doesn't just occur

throughout the day when we are stressed. 

Sleep is one of the best times for our body to get

back to balance and some hormones are more

common to come out at night to keep the body

efficiently working. 

For that, it's important to get enough sleep and

have a consistent schedule around sleep. 

The minimum sleep most people need are

about 

7 hours and up to 9 hours. 

Hormones work on consistent clocks of their

own and so keeping your sleep consistent will

benefit your hormone regulation thus making

your weight loss almost effortless. 

Getting Sleep



So, in summary,

remember the

acronym:

N.E.W.S.S

N- nutrition

E- exercise

W- water

S- stress

S- sleep

It's really common to feel overwhelmed when it

comes to weight loss and want it to happen

overnight.

One thing to remember is that your weight gain

didn't happen overnight. And that's often the

easier thing to do, so it will take time.

Simply showing up every day will get you to

sustainable results. Sustainability will keep you

on track and happy no matter what life throws

your way.

With these tools, you will start seeing weight loss

consistently and effortlessly. Make sure you are

covering each one of these, every single day. As an

added bonus, have someone invested in your

weight loss with you so that you have someone

holding you accountable.



Hi there! My name is

Shelby and I am the

founder of Flourish

Fitness Academy.

My academy is designed

to work one-on-one with

clients looking to

transition to a vegan diet

or struggling to find a

balance in their current

vegan diet.

About the Author

Most importantly, the program is designed to

empower women into feeling confident and

worthy of achieving their deepest dreams and

goals. I love every moment of working with my

beautiful clients.


